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On the non-standard formulation of mechanics 

Cz. WOZNIAK (WARSZAWA) 

IN THE known formulations of mechanics, real bodies are represented either by discrete sets of 
material points or by material continua. The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a more 
general model of the real bodies, which includes both discrete and continuous material systems 
as special cases. The approach is based on the reinterpretation of the relations of classical mechan
ics from the point of view of non-standard analysis [1]. 

W znanych sformulowaniach mechaniki ciala rzeczywiste wyst~puj~ pod postaci~ albo dyskret
nych zbior6w punkt6w materialnych albo jako kontinua materialne. Gl6wnym celem niniejszej 
pracy jest wprowad.zenie bard.ziej og6lnego modelu cial rzeczywistych w mechanice, kt6ry obej
muje m.in. zar6wno dyskretne zbiory punkt6w materialnych jak i kontin1.,1a materialne jako 
przypadki szczeg6lne. Zastosowane podejscie jest oparte na zinterpretowaniu znanych aksjo
mat6w mechaniki klasycznej w ramach niestandardowej analizy matematycznej [1]. 

B H3BeCTHhiX <l>opMyJIHPOBKax Mexamn<H peam.Hbie Tena BbicryiiaJOT B BH.l{e HJIH ,I:UfCKpeTHbiX 

MHO>I<eCTB MaTepHaJibHbiX ToqeK, HJIH KaK MaTepHaJibHble KOHTHHYYMa. rnaBHOH ~eJibiO Ha

crmn~eH pa6oThi HBJIHeTCH BBeAeHHe 6onee o6Illeii MOAeJIH peam.HbiX Ten B Mexamn<e, Ko

Topa.R: OXBaTbiBaeT, Me)I<Ay npo~, TaK ,I:UfCKpeTHbie MHO>I<eCTBa MaTepHa.IIbHbiX ToqeK, 

KaK H MaTepHaJII>Hbie KOHTmryyMa KaK qaCTHble CJiyqaH. flpHMeHeHHbiH llOAXOA OllMpaeTCH 

Ha• HHTepnpeTa~H H3BeCTHbiX aKCHOM KJiacc~eCKOH MeXaHHKH B paMKax HeCTaHAapmoro 
MaTeMaTHqecKoro aHanH3a, [ 1]. 

Introduction 

REAL bodies are in classical mechanics represented either by discrete sets of material points 
or by material continua. The main purpose of the present paper is to construct a new 
model of a real body from which both discrete and continuous material systems can be 
derived as special cases. The approach will be based on the non-standard reinterpretation 
of physical space from the point of view of Q-topology (cf. [1], pp. 99, 106). Notions of 
Q-topology related to physical space and to objects embedded in that space, enable us 
to represent real bodies by -systems of material points in which, roughly speaking, the 
distances between points are greater than a certain positive "infinitesimal" real number. 
Such systems will be called Q-discrete material systems. To formulate the mechanics of 
Q-discrete material systems, we shall extend the known relations of Newtonian mechanics. 
It will be shown that from such a n~n-standard development of mech~nics, we can derive 
not only the mechanics of known discrete systems and material continua but also other 
new models of real bodies. 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the fundamental concepts of the non-standard 
analysis given in [1]; some additional information can be found in the Appendix. Through
out the paper, we use small thin-face letters to denote scalars, small bold-face letters to 
denote vectors, and bold face capital letters to denote second· order tensors or matrices. 
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1. Q-discrete material systems 

In the Gallilean space-time M, let there be given an arbitrary but fixed inertial coordinate 
system ~: M--+ E 3 x R, where E 3 stands for the (standard) physical space and R stands 
for the (standard) time axis. By * E 3

, * R we shall denote extensions of the sets E 3
, R, 

respectively, E 3 c * E 3
, R c * R, and refer to * E 3 as the physical space and to * R as the 

time axis (cf. [1], p. 36). 
Throughout the paper, we consider a fixed Q-finite set S. This is a set of elements 

which is in one-to-one correspondence with the Q-finite sequence { 1, 2, ... , v} of natural 
numbers in * N-i.e., we can put S = { P 1 , P 2 , ••• , P. }, where v can be a finite or infinite 
positive integer (cf. [1], p. 123). 

The elements PeS (or P1 , y = 1, 2, ... , v) will be called material points, provided 
that there is given a mapping m: S--+ * R+, wh'ere m(P) > 0 is finite for each P e S. The 
positive finite real numbers m(P) will be called the masses of material points. By definition, 
each mass m(P) has a uniquely defined standard part stm(P); if stm(P) = 0, then the 
mass of the point is infinitesimal. 

By the configuration of S, we shall mean an injection x: S--+ * E 3
, where x(S) is a Q

discrete internal set in the principal galaxy of the physical space * £ 3 (cf. Appendix). The 
one-parameter family Xt of configurations, xt(P) = x(P, t), PeS, t e (t0 , t 1) c R*, 
t0 , t 1 -standard, will be called the motion of the system S. Throughout the paper, we 
confine ourselves to motions which can be represented by internal functions having the 
form: 

00 

(1.1) x(P, t) = 0x(P, t)+}; nX(P, t)lde(P)In; PES, t e(t0 , t 1) c *R, 
n=l 

where de(P) is the infinitesimal positive real number and the functions nx(P, ·), ne *N 
(n ranges over all natural numbers, finite and infinite) are standard, nX = stnx for each 
standard t e (t0 , t 1), and have continuous time derivatives up to the second order in (t0 , ! 1). 

The funCtion 0x(P, t) will be called the basic motion and the function nx(P, t) lde(P)In, 
n ~ 1 is said to be the relative superimposed motion of n-th order. We assume that all 
infinite sums under consideration exist (cf. [1], p. 123). 

The velocity and acceleration in an arbitrary motion of S will be defined by: 

00 

x(P, t) = 0x(P, t) + _l; nx(P, t) lde(P)In, 

(1.2) 
:rc=1 

00 

x(P, t) = 0x(P, t) + _l; nx(P, t) lde(P)In, 
:rc=l 

respectively, where n runs over all natural numbers of *N. 
The set S of material points related to the physical space * E 3 by means of its motion 

xt: S x (t0 , t 1) ~ * E 3
, will be called the Q-discrete material system. 

In this paper, we assume that the motion of the material system can be restricted by 
contraints having the form: 

(1.3) rxJA (t, x(PJ.l
1

, t), ... , x(Ppn, t)) = 0, p, = I, ... , r, t E (t0 , t 1) c * R, 
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ON THE NON-STA,ND;\RD FORMULA,TION OF MECHANICS 595 

where {PP
1

, ••• , PPn} is an absolutely finite subset of S (i.e., n is a standard positive integer). 
r:xP are known differentiable standard functions and r is a natural number (finite or infinite). 
The virtual displacements 6x(P1 , t) will be defined in the known way: 

\-, a 
.L.J ox(;;, t) · 6x(P1 , t) = 0, p, = 1, 2, ... , r, 
y=l 

( 1.4) 

where the derivatives or:xPfox(P, t) are interpreted as extensions of the derivatives of the 
standard functions r:xP. A more general form of constraints than that given by the Eqs. (1.3) 
can be also taken into account. 

We postulate that to any motion of the material system S is assigned a vector field 
f(P, t), PES, t E {10 , t 1) c *R, with finite values in *R3

• For a fixed P and t, the vector 
f(P, t) is said to be the resultant force acting at the material point Pat the time instant t. 
Moreover, we assume that the function f(P, ·) is internal for every PES. Throughout 
the paper we shall confine ourselves to the internal functions f(P, ·) which can be given 
by: 

00 

( 1.5) f(P, t) = 0 f(P, t)+ 2 nf(P, t)lde(P)I'\ t E (t0 , t 1 ) c *R, 
n=l 

where nf(P, ·)are, for each nE *N, continuous standard functions, and the positive integer 
n in Eq. (1.5) runs over all natural numbers (finite and infinite). 

Making use of primitive concepts introduced in this Section, we can formulate founda
. tions of dynamics of Q-discrete material systems. 

2. Dynamics of Q-discrete material systems 

Let P be an arbitrary material point of the mass m(P), belonging to a Q-discrete material 
system. We postulate that the motion of this point is governed by the known relation: 

(2.1) m(P)i<(P, t), = f(P, t); PES, t E (t0 , t1) c *R, 

where x(P, ·), f(P, ·)are, for each pEs, the internal functions defined on (to, ft) c *R 
(in this paper they are assumed to have the form given by the Eqs. (1.2h, (1.5) ). More
over, we have to postulate, in each problem under consideration, suitable defining equations 
for the resultant forces f(P1 , t), y = I, 2, ... , ,, where , is, as usual, the number (finite 
or infinite) of points in the system S. We confine ourselves here to defining equations of 
the "elastic type", which have the form: 

(2.2) f(P, t) = h(P, t, x(P, t))+ g (P, tlx(P, t,)-x(fi, t)l)+r(P, t), PES, 
PeSp 

where h(P, ·) is the interaction of the material point P with external fields, g(P, ·) is the 
interaction between P and other points (Sp is a known absolutely finite set, Sp c S- {P}) 
and r(P, t) is the reaction force due to the constraints. The functions h(P, ·), g(P, ·) are 
assumed to be known and standard, r(P, ·) is an internal function (for each PES), and 
the following identities must hold: 

V , 
(2.3) 2 g(P1 , ·) = 0, 2 x(P.1' ·) xg(P1 , ·) = 0. 

v=l y=l 
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596 Cz. Wo.ZNII\K 

Finally, we postulate that the reaction forces r(P, t) are related to the constraints (1.3) 
by the known ideality condition: 

, 
(2.4) J;r(P.P t) · ~x(P1 , t) = 0, 

y=l 

where the virtual displacements ~x(P, t) are arbitrary internal solutions of the Eqs. (1.4) . 
. The Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (1.3), (1.4), (2.4) describe the elastodynamics ofQ-discrete material 

systems. All relations mentioned here are assertions transferred from classical discrete 
mechanics (i.e., from mechanics of S-discrete systems, cf. [1], p. 113 and Appendix) to 
the mechanics of Q-discrete material systems. We shall see, in what follows, that such 
an approach leads to new results which cannot be deduced from the known classical dis
crete mechanics (cf. [1], p. 50). In general, the Q-discrete material systems represent 
a wider class of models of real bodies then the classical-i.e., S-discrete material systems
since Q-topology (our main mathematical tool) is finer than S-topology, which is applied 
in the problems of classical discrete or continuous material systems. 

3. Absolutely finite material systems 

Throughout this Section, we assume that S is an absolutely finite set, S = { P 1 , P 2 , 

... , P, }, r being the standard positive integer. From now on, we shall11se the denotations 
cx1{ ·) = rx(P1 , ·)for an arbitrary function cx(P, ·),putting m,= m1(P1), h1( ·) = h(P1, ·)etc. 
Let 'us define the following vector functions with values in the three dimensional space: 

(3.I) 
nq(t) = (nx(P1 , t)), n = 0, I, 2, ... , y = 1, 2, ... , r, 

b(t, q(t)) = (b1 (t, x(P1 , t))/m1 +gy(t, lx(P1 , t)-x(P, t)l)/m1). 

From (I. I) we obtain q(t) = ~ "q(t)de't, assuming that de(P1) = de = const. From (2.1), 
n=O 

(2.2), (1.2) and (3.I), assuming that there are no constraints, we arrive at: 

00 

(3.2) oii(t)+doq(t) = b(t, 0q(t)+doq(t)), doq(t) = J; nq(t)den. 
n=l 

Let the function b(t~ ·) by analytical in the neighborhood of the basic motion 0q(t); then, 

(3.3) b(t, 0q(t) + d0q(t)) = b(t, 0q(t) )+ B(t, 0q(t) )doq(t) + ... , 

where B = objoq. Moreover, let the masses m1 be standard for the time being. Then, 
combining the Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), we arrive after simple calculations at the following 
system of standard differential vector equations: 

o'i = b{t, oq), 

1ij = B(t, oq)tq, 
(3.3') 

2ij = B(t, oqhq+p1(t, oq; 1q), 

n'i = B(t, Oq)nq+p"- 1 (t, oq; lq, ... 'n-lq), n = 3, 4, 5, ... , 

where pm{t0 , 0q; 1 q, ... , mq), m = 1, 2, ... , are the polynomials of the m+ I order in 
arguments 1 q, 2q, ... , mq, such that pm{t, 0q; 0, 0, ... , 0) = 0. 
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Let the initial condition for the vector function q(t) be given in the form q(t0 ) = q, 
q(t0 ) = v, where q = stq, v = stv are known standard vectors in R 3r. It follows that 
nq(t0 ) = 0, nci(t0 ) = 0 for n ~ I. From the Eq. (3.3)z we obtain now 1q(t) = 0 and then 
from the Eqs. (3.3h .4 , ••• it succesively follows that 2q(t) = 0, 3q(t) = 0 etc. Hence, q(t) 
= 0q(t), and we arrive at the mechanics of classical discrete systems of material points, 
governed by the Eq. (3.3)1 • 

If the vector 0q represents the equilibrium po~ition of the system-i.e., if b(t0 , 0q) = 0 
for each t-then the Eq. (3.3)2 describes the problem of small oscillations. If the initial 
conditions have the form q(t0 ) = q0 + 1qde+ 2qde2

, q(t0 ) = 0v+ 1vde+ 2vde2
, where 0ij, 

1q, 2 ij, 0v, 1v, 2v are standard vectors, then the Eq. (3.3)3 characterizes small motions 
superimposed on a basic motion 0q(t). Note that, in dealing with the non-standard approach 
to mechanics, no linearisation procedure is needed to obtain the governing equations for 
small oscillations or small superimposed motion. 

It may be observed that not all absolutely finite Q-discrete material systems reduce 
to the classical-i.e. S-discrete material systems. As an example, let us take the absolutely 
finite system of points Z = { P 1 , P 2 , ••• , P r}, r ~ 4, motion of which is restricted to homo
geneous deformations only, given by: 

(3.4) x(P1 , t) = X(t)+F(t)d1 , y = I, ... , r, P1 E Z, 

where {d1 , d2 , •.• , dr} is a see of r known infinitesimal non-complanar vectors, and x(t), 
F(t) are arbitrary finite vector and tensor functions, respectively. We assume that detF(t) 
> 0 for t E (t0 , t 1) and that the functions x, F and the vectors d.., have representations in 
the form of infinite series {cf. (1.1), (1.2) or (1.5)). We also assume that .E m1 d1 = 0-i.e., 
thatx(t) is the motion of the mass center of the system Z. Under some further restrictions, 
which will be mentioned in what follows, the system Z will be referred to as a simple 
particle. 

As subject of our investigations, we shall take now an absolutely finite set, Q = {Z1 , 

... , Zk} of mutually interactig simple particles. To obtain the appropriate system of govern
ing equations, let us combine the Eqs. (2.1), (3.4), (2.2), (2.4). The resulting relation has 
the form 

r 

~ {m..,(Z) [j(Z, t) + F(Z, t)d..,(Z)]-h..,(Z, t, ·) 
r=l 

-g..,(Z, t, ·)} · [c5x(z, t)+c5F(z, t)d..,(Z)l = o, z en, 

where we have used denotations according to the scheme !X..,(Z, ·) = ~X{P..,(Z), ·), 
y = 1, ... , r, P1(Z), being an arbitrary material point belonging to the particle Z. From the 
foregoing, by virtue of 1; m1d1 = 0, and J; g1 = 0, we obtain 

r r 

}; m,(Z)X,(Z, t) = };h..,(Z, ·), 
r=l r=l 

(3.5) 
r r 

}; m1(Z)d..,(Z)®d,(Z)FT(Z, t) = }; [h1(Z, ·) + g..,(Z,. )]®d..,(Z), Z E Q. 
y=l Y=l 
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Let us assume that the interactions within Q have the form: 

by(Z, ·) = e1 (Z, t; X(Z, t) )+s1(Z, t), 

(z 
·) = _ on(Z, jx(P1(Z), t)-x(Z, t)l) n 

gy ' ox(Py(Z), t) ' z E ~.:, 

Cz. WoiNIA,K 

where n(Z, ·) is the potential of interaction within the particle Z = {P1 (Z), ... , P,(Z)}, 
s~(Z, t) is the interaction of the point P1(Z) with the points which do not belong to the 
particle Z, and ey(Z, ·)is the interaction of the point P1(Z) with the fields which are external 
with respect to the whole system !J. The conditions (2.3) now become identities. Let us 
also introduce the following denotations: 

r r 

m(Z) = }; my(Z), J(Z) = }; m1(Z)d,(Z)®d,(Z), 
y=l y=l 

r 

(3.6) n(Z, FTF) = n(Z, IF(Z, t)d,(Z)I), e(Z, ·) =}; e,(Z, ·), 
y=l 

r r 

s(Z, t) = }; s,(Z, t), S(Z, t) = }; s,(Z, t)®d,(Z). 
y=l y=l 

From (3.6)6 it follows that 

r r 

on ~ on ~ 
(3.?) oF(Z, t) = L.J Bx(P,(Z), t) ® d,(Z) = - LJ g,(Z, ·)®d,(Z). 

y=l y =l 

Taking into account all the foregoing relations and denotations, and assuming that my 

= const, e, = const in each particle Z, we rewrite the Eqs. (3.5) in the final form: 

m(Z)):(Z, t) = e(Z, t ;x)+s(Z, t), 

(3.8) - on(Z, FTF) .. T • 
S(Z, t)- oF(Z, t) --- +J(Z)F (Z, t), z E Q, t E (to, lt). 

The Eqs. (3.8) will be called the equations of motion of the simple particle. 
If nothing is known about the forces s,(Z, t) of interactions among the material points 

belonging to the different particles, nothing can be said about the motion of the system 
Q of particles, since s(Z, t) and S(Z, t) are unknowns in the Eqs. (3.8). In what follows, 
we assume that the motion of the system Q = { Z 1 , .•• , Zk} of simple particles is restricted 
by the constraints: 

(3.9) y (t,x(Z, t), F(Z, t)) = 0, t e {to, t1 ) , 
Zen 

where y is a known differentiable standard function with values in a certain finite dimension
al vector space. At the same time, we interpret the interactions s,(Z, t) as the reaction 
forces due to the constaints (3.9). Assuming that the constraints are ideal, we obtain the 
following ideality conditions: 

r 

}; }; s,(Z, t) · [f5x(Z, t)+ f5F(Z, t)d,(Z)] = 0. 
Zen y= 1 
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Using the denotations (3.6), we can write: 

(3.10) }; [s(Z, t) · ~X(Z, t)+S(Z, t) · ~F(Z, t)] = 0. 
zen 

The foregoing ideality condition must hold for any ~X• ~F, such that 

(3.11) ~[ oy ay J fei ox(Z, t). ~X(Z, t)+ oF(Z, t) I oF(Z, t) = 0. 

The Eqs. (3.8)-(3.11) are governing relations of the elastodynamics of an absolutely finite 
system Q = { Z 1 , Z 2 , ••• , ZA:} of simple material particles. Such systems can be used as 
models of real bodies instead of the discrete systems of material points. 

Let us now give an example of a system of simple particles which constitute a discrete 
representation of the elast-ic material system. To this end, we introduce the reference 
configuration xR of Q, putting xR: Q-+ A, where A is a lattice in the physical space * £ 3 

with 1:he vector basis Lla(Z) (i.e., if Z EA then Z+L1a(Z) EA, a; = 1, 2, 3). Let the Eq. 
(3.9) be postulated in the form< 1>: 

(3.12) LlaXk(Z, t)-p~Fkp(Z, t) = 0, Z = uR(Z), 

1 
where L1af(Z) = [f(Z+L1a(Z))-f(Z)]/ILI«(Z)I, flp/p(Z) = T[h(Z+Lia(Z))+.frz(Z)] are 

finite difference and mean value operators, respectively, and f,.frz are arbitrary real valued 
functions defined on A. The Eqs. (3.12) are assumed to hold for any Z = xR(Z) such 
that xj 1 ((Z+Lia(Z)) e Q (for the meaning of the Eqs. (3.12) cf. [21). We assume that 
the domain of the definition of the Eqs. (3.12) is not empty. From (3.12) and (3.8)-(3.11), 
we obtain after some calculations: 

(3.13) 
-a Tkf1(Z ) = on(Z, FTF) J1Xf1(Z)Fk(Z ) 
flp 't oF1a(Z, t) + fJ 't ' 

- 1 
where iJaf(Z) = [/(Z-Lia{Z))-f(Z)]/!Liar(Z)I,/i'PfP(Z) = T[f«(Z-L1a(Z)+fa(z)] and 

where p,rp Tkl! = ska. The Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) constitute a non-standard form of gove~ning 
equations of the system of simple particles under consideration. To obtain the standard 
form of the foregoing equations, we assume that m,(Z), h,(Z, ·), g,(Z, ·) e 0(1); then 
in view of (3.5h and (3.6), we arrive at J e o(T, on/oF). Making use of the series x(Z, t) 
= J.; ftX(Z, t)de1t, F(Z, t) =}; ftF(Z, t)de1t and T(Z, t) = J.; ftT(Z, t)de1t, we replace 
(3.12) and (3.13) by the infinite sequence of standard equations for standard functions 
ftX(Z, t), nF(Z, t), ftT(Z, t), n = 0, 1, .... The standard equations for oX, 0F and 0T have 
the form: 

(3.14) 

(I) We use here the index notation; indices k, I, oc, {3 run over the sequence 1, 2, 3; the summation 
convention holds. 

7 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 4177 
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and do not include the term with the inertia tensor J«P. The standard equations for 1X, 

1 F and 1 T have a slighty different form: 

A ( ) f1( r ) 0 A ( Tk«) ot!'(Z, t, oX) (1 ) - "k 
LJ« 1Xk -!-la 1rkfJ = , LJ« 1 + --~-- Xt - m1x , 

uoXt 
(3.15) 

-a( Tkfl)- i)2:rc(Z, oFT oF) ( r ) J«fJ p"k fJ J«fJ 
ufJ 1 - trl1fJ +t o fJ tJ« =st de.-. r ~ r ~ r ' uork« u orlB 

It can be observed that, from the formal point of view, the Eqs. (3.14) are finite difference 
equations of non-linear elasticity. If the functions oX, 0F are known, then the Eqs. (3.15) 
constitute the linear system of equations for 1X, 1 F, 1T. Note that the Eqs. (3.15) cannot 
be treated as finite difference equations of the linear elasticity because of the new term 
containing the inertia tensor J«P. Thus, the approach to finite difference formulation of 
t.be linear elastodynamics based on the elastodynamics of a finite system of simple particles 
leads to more general results than that based on the formal discretization procedure of 
equations of linear elasticity. 

4. Smooth systems of simple particles 

Let ti be a Q-finite set of simple particles which is not absolutely finite-i.e., ti 
{Z1 , ... , Zw}, where w is a fixed infinite natural number. Let there be given the injection 

xR: li-+ * E 3
, such that the set i5R = xR (.Q) is internal, Q-discrete and S-continuous in 

* E 3
; the mapping xR will be called the reference configuration of ti, and we shall denote 

Z = xR(Z), Z e ti. Moreover, we shall take into account only such a reference configuration 
for which the set of standard points X in * E 3

, given by (cf. [I] p. 101) 
0 DR :::: {Xjp.(X) 11 jjR =I= 4J}, 

constitutes a closed region iiR in E 3 (if~ is internal, then ° i5R is closed, cf. [1] p. 101)-i.e., 
ojjR = iiR, BR c E 3

• We also introduce the subsets DR = i5Rn*BR, oDR = jjRil*OBR 
in *E3

, and the subsets .Q = xR. 1(DR11oDR), i).Q = xR. 1(oDR) of the set ti. Elements 
Z e o.Q will be called boundary particles. 

The results obtained in Sect. 3 for the absolutely finite set of simple particles will be 
now applied to the non-absolutely finite set .Q, .Q c ti. The relations (3.8) hold, but the 
ideality condition (3.10) is no longer valid, since the interactions s,(Z, t) now represent 
not only the reaction forces due to the constraints, but also the forces acting on .Q from 
ti-.Q. Let us assume that the latter are distributed only on the boundary particles. It 
follows that 

s,(Z, t) = s,(Z, t)+s,(Z, t), z E i).Q, 

where S, are reaction forces due to the constraints, and s, are interactions between ti- Q 

and D. Thus we have to modify the condition (3.10) to the following form: 

(4.1) 2; 2; s,(Z, t) · [dx(Z, t)+ dF(Z, t)d,(Z)] 
zen y 

- 2; 2; s,(Z, t) · [dx(Z, t)+ dF(Z, t)dy(Z)] = 0. 
Zeob >' 
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After denotation 

s(z, t) =}; s,cz, t), , 
we obtain the kinetic condition on o!J: . 
(4.2) s(Z, t)+r(Z, t) = 0. 

Assuming that s, = const. for each particle Z, by virtue of the Eqs. (3.6)5 , 6 we rewrite 
the ideality condition (4.1) in the form 

(4.3) 2 [s(Z, t) · t5x(Z, t)+S(Z, t) · t5F(Z, t)]+ 2 r(Z, ·t) · t5x(Z, t) = 0. 
zen Zeon 

Thus the field r(Z, t) represents the boundary reaction force due to the constraints. 
The equations of motion (3 .8), the equations of constraints (3.9), the ideality conditions 

(4.3) and the kinetic boundary condition (4.2) constitute the basis for further analysis. 
In what follows, we shall confine ourselves to what will be called smooth systems of 

simple particles. To that end, we introduce the following assumptions: 
I. There exists an internal fine partition (cf. [1], p. 71) of the region *BR into volume 

elements dvR = dvR(Z) with centres Z E DR. There also exists an internal fine partition 
ofthe surface *oBR into surface elements dsR = dsR(Z) with centres z E oDR. We postulate 
that the mass and the force distributions within DR and oDR are given by the formulae(l): 

m(Z) = (!R(Z)dvR, J(Z) = JR(Z)dvRde2
, 

e(Z, ·) = bR(Z, ·)dvR, r(Z, t) = tR(Z, t)dsR, 

S(Z, t) = TR(Z, t)dvR, 

n(Z, ·) = (](Z, ·)dvR; Z E DR, 

where eR(Z), ... , (]R(Z, FTF) are internal finite functions defined and S-continuous on DR, 
and tR(Z, t), PR(Z, t) are interna~ finite functions defined and S-continuous on aDR (cf. 
Appendix), provided that all arguments except Z are fixed. 

2. We have assumed already that the internal functions under consideration have 
the form: 

00 00 

dR(Z, t) = }; ndR(Z, t)detc, (!R(Z) = .2 n(!R(Z)de7C, 
n=O n:=O 

00 00 

TR(Z, t) = }; nTR(Z, t)den, JR(Z) = .2 nJR(Z)den, 

(4.5) 
n=O n=O 

00 00 

X(Z, t) =}; uX(Z, t)dex, tR(Z, t) = .2 ntR(Z, t)de7" 

n=O n:=O 

00 00 

F(Z, t) =}; nF(Z, t)den, PR(Z, t) = }; nPR(Z, t)den, 
n=O n:=O 

e> We assume here that dy E O(de), Sy E O(de2
) and ~ s, E O(de3

) (cf. [1], p. 79 for the meaning of 
the symbol 0 ( · ) ). 

7* 
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where ndR(Z, t), . .. , nPR(Z, t) are standard in (10 , t 1) c * R for any fixed Z E DR c *BR 
or Z E iJDR c *iJBR (cf. Sect. 2). Now, we postulate that there exist the smooth standard 
functions ndR(X, t), ... , nF(X, t) defined on* BR X (10 , t 1), n!!R(X), nJ R(X) defined on* BR, and 
ntR(X, t), nPR(X, t) defined on * oBR X (10 , t 1), which for eve_!y X = Z E DR c *BR or 
X = Z E iJDR c *oB, coincide with the corresponding functions on the right-hand sides 
of the Eqs. (4.5). 

The system of simple particles under consideration, for which the foregoing assumptions 
hold, will be called a smooth system of simple particles. 

Suppose 0 Z = stZ E DR for each Z E i5R; this means that the Eqs. (4.5)1 _ 6 hold for 
Z = 0 Z E BR and the Eqs. (4.5)7 , 8 hold for Z = 0 Z E iJBR. Now, recall that the standard 
functions ndR(X, t), ... , nPR(X, t) are Uniquely determined by their values ndR(0 Z, t), 
... , nP R (

0 Z, t ), respectively, in the standard points X = 0 Z. · Hence we see that, in each 
smooth system of simple particles there exists a uniquely determined set of standard func
tions ndR(X, t), ... , nPR(X, t). Thus, for each such system, the set of internal functions 
defined by 

00 00 

(4.6) dR(X, t) = ~ ndR(X, t)den, ... , PR(X, t) = ~ nPR(X, t)den, 
n=O n=O 

is also uniquely determined. 
Now we shall write all basic relations describing the smooth system of simple particles. 

To simplify further analysis, we confine ourselves to local constraints, i.e. to constraints 
which can be expressed in the form of differential equations. We assume that the equations 
of constraints are given by 

(4.7) y(X, t, x(X, t), Vx(X, t), ... ,Vkx(X, t), F(X, t), VF(X, t), ... , V'F(X, t)) = 0, 

X E *BR, t E (10 , 11), 

where y is the known differentiable vector function< 3 >. The ideality condition (4.3) can, 
after taking into account the internal fine partition of *:.BR and *iJBR, now be written in 
the form: 

(4.8) f ffR(X, t) · <5F(X, t)+dR(X, t) · <5x(X, t)]dvR+ f tR(X, t) • <5x(X, t)dsR .= 0, 
BR oBR 

where the integrands have to be represented in terms of standard functions using ( 4.6). 
The relation (4.8) must hold for any virtual increment$ <5x(X, t), <5F(X, t), which are smooth 
solutions of the vector equation: 

k I 

.2,; a~~x ·V,.<5x(X, t)+ .2,; a~~F ·V,.<5F(X, t) = o. 
n=O n=O 

(4.9) 

Substituting the right-hand sides of the Eqs. (4.4) into the Eqs. (3.8), putting Z = 0 Z E BR, 

00 

e) We use here the notation V /(X) = _E V nf(X.)den, vn+t = VV~ where =;/(X) is a sufficiently 
n=O 

smooth standard function defind on • BR for each n e • N, provided that the corresponding infinite sum 
exists. 
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and then extending the relations obtained to *BR (this can be done in the class of internal 
functions given by (4.6)), we arrive at the equations of motion: 

(4.10) 

Analogously, from the Eqs. (4.2) and (4.6), we arrive at the following kinetic boundary 
condition: 

(4.11) 

The Eqs. (4.7)-(4.11), in which all functions are internal and represented by the formulae 
( 4.6), describe the mechanics of the smooth system of simple particles. 

As an example of the system under consideration, let us take the system in which the 
Eqs. (4.7) are assumed in the form Vx- F = 0. Then, from (4.8) it follows that dR = divTR 
in *BR and tR = - TRnR on *oBR (in the class of internal functions defined by the Eqs. 
(4.6)), where nR is the unit vector normal to *oBR. Using the Eqs. (4.6) and assuming 
that eR = o(!R, JR = 0 JR, we arrive at the infinite series of standard relations, which, in 
tensor notations, have the form (cf. Sect. 3, Eqs. (3.12)-(3.15)): 

(4.12) 

oT~«.a+ob~ = (!RoX\ Tka- OoCJR X E B, 
o R - OoXk.« ' 

or:«'YJR« = oP~' X E oBR, 

ka Gob~ l k Tk« _ 02
oaR X 

1 TR .« + OoX' 1X = (!R 1X , 1 R - OoXk,« OoXl.{J tXl.{J, E BR, 

lr:«nR« = tP~. X E oBR, 

ka a ob~ l k - •• k 
nTR .« + -0--, nX +P<n-OR- (!R nX , 

oX 

T k« 0
2

oe1R ka Jaf1 .. k 
n R = iJ a n'Xl,p+P(n-l)R+ R (n-2>X ,p, X E BR, 

o'Xk,« oXl.{J 

,.r:anR« = ,.p~, X E oBR, n = 2, 3, 4, ... , 

ob~ = b~(X, t; oX), oaR := aR(X, VoXTVoX), t E (to, ft) c R, 

where P~R(X, t, oX; 1X, ... , mX), P~'R(X, t, V0x; V1X, ... , Vmx), m= 1, 2, ... , are poly
nomials of mth order in arguments 1X, ... , mX and V1x, ... , Vmx, respectively, such that 
P~R(X, t, oX; 0, ... , 0) = 0 and P!:R(X, t, V0X; 0, ... , 0) = 0. 

The Eqs. (4.12)1 _ 3 are known equations of classical nonlinear elasticity, and the Eqs. 
(4.12)4 _ 6 are known equations of small motions superimposed on the finite motion of 
the hyperelastic body. The Eqs. (4.12) for n > 2 have a form resembling equations met 
with in the theory of succesive approximations (cf. [3] Sect. 5), but they also contain the 
new inertial terms JR(t,._ 2 Vj(f. Moreover, treating the equations for 1tTR, n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
as the stress relations of hyperelastic bodies, we can see that they do not satisfy the principle 
of material frame indifference when n ~ 2. 
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5. Final remarks 

In Sect. 4, we have shown that Q-dis~rete material systems may represent not only 
classical discrete systems of material points but also material continua. However, Q-dis
crete mechanics enables us also to formulate models of real bodies in mechanics which 
are neither discrete nor continuous in the standard sense. A trivial example of such a system 
has been given by a simple particle. Apart from simple particles, we can also construct 
particles with. a larger or smaller number of degrees of freedom (for example the Cosserat 
particles-i.e., simple particles with the constraints FTF = 1). Here, we shall give a more 
complex example of the Q-discrete system, which is neither discrete nor continuous in 
the standard interpretation. To this end, we take into consideration the system { Z 1 , Z 2 , 

... , Zw} of simple particles which is not absolutely finite and is not smooth (w is a fixed 
infinite positive integer). Suppose that this system is governed by the Eqs. (3.12), (3.13), 
where Z = Z 1 , Z 2 , ... , Zw and A is the lattice in * £ 3 with infinitesimal vector basis. 
The standard Eqs. (3.14), (3.15) are still valid, but they represent now infinite systems of 
ordinary differential or algebraic equations: respectively. Thus we arrive at a new model 
of real bodies in mechanics, which cannot be obtained by the standard approach. 

The characteristic feature of the mechanics of Q-discrete systems is the very simple 
form of governing relations (2.1 ), (2.2), (1.3), (1.4) and (2.4), which seems to contrast 
with the variety of different models that can be obtained from these relations. It is also 
of interest to note that the different linear theories in Q-discrete mechanics are derived 
directly from the axioms of mechanics taking into account the class of internal functions 
we have to deal with and do not constitute formal approximations of these axioms. More
over, in some linear equations, new terms appear which cannot be obtained by the formal 
linearization procedure (cf. Eqs. (3.15h or ( 4.12)8 ). 

The results of the present paper can be extended and formulated in a form which 
includes also non-elastic material systems and non-holonomic or even non-local in the 
case of smooth systems constraints. The analysis of a more general class of internal func
tions including, for example, the possibility of infinite forces and accelerations should be 
also taken into account. The investigation and application of special Q-discrete systems 
introduced in this paper will, not being strictly connected with the non-standard approach 
to mechanics, be treated separately. We may mention here that the approach to continuum 
mechanics based on the Eqs. ( 4. 7)-( 4.11) for a smooth systenr of simple particles, has 
found application as a certain generalization of the concept of material continuum with 
constraints, [4]. 

Appendix. Some · concepts of Q-topology 

Following [1], we denote by T a metric space with a distance function e(x, y); x, ye T. 
By *Twe denote the fixed extension ofT, *T :::l T. The distance function e(x, y) can now 
take not only positive standard values oe eR+, but also positive near standard values 
oe +de (where de is an infinitesimal real number-i.e., !del < ~ for all standard positive real 
numbers ~), and infinite positive values (such that le I >m for all standard real numbers m). 
Points of * T belonging to T will be called standard. By a finite point in * T we shall mean 
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a point x for which there exists a standard point 0 x, such that e(x, 0x) is a finite positive 
number. The set of all finite points in *T is said to be the principal galaxy of *T. In this 
paper, we confine ourselves only to Euclidean metric spaces in which the finite point is 
near standard-i.e., it posseses a uniquely defined standard part 0 x = stx. The set p,(y) 

of points x e * T, such that e(x, y) is an infinitesimal positive number, is said to be the 
monad of the point y E * T. 

By the Q-topology in * T, we understand the topology in which as a basis is taken 
a set of all open Q-balls B(x, r) with a center x E *T and a radius rE *R+-i.e., B(x, r) 
= {Yle(x, y) < r }, where yE *T and r > 0. As a basis for the topology in *T can be also 
taken the set of all openS-balls, S(x, 0 r) = {yl 0 e(x, y) < 0 r }, where 0 r is a positive standard 
real number. In this case, we shall deal with the S-topology in *T. It is not difficult to see 
that Q-topology is finer then S-topology. The reaJ valued function f(x), defined on the 
set D c: * T, is said to be S-continuous at y E D, if for every standard c > 0 there exists 
a standard <5 > 0 such that e(f(x),f(y)) < c for any yE D, such that e(.~, y) < <5. 

Throughout the paper we also use some further notions which are listed below. 
The set D c: *Twill be called Q-discrete if for every x, y E D the following conditions 

hold: 

(A. I) (Vx, y)(3r)[e(x, y) > rJ, (3°a)(Vx, y)[0e(x, y) < 0a], 

where re* R+ is a positive real number and 0 cx ER+ is a positive standard real number. 
It follows that for each x E D there exists a Q-ball with a center x, which does not contain 
any other element of D. 

The set D c: * T will be called S-discrete if for every x, y E D we may write: 

(A.2) 

where 0 r is a positive standard real number. Thus for each x E D there exists an S-hall with 
a centre x not containing any other element of D. 

The set D c: * T will be called S-continuous if 

(A.3) 

i.e. if for each x E D here does not exist an S-ball with a center not containing any other 
point belonging to D. 
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